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CONTINUOUS VIBRO FLUIDIZED BED ROASTER FOR FOOD PROCESSING 

 

The unit consists of a fluidization deck with material fed through a vibratory feeder at 
constant rate. Hot air is mixed with combustion products from LPG and is passed through the 
vibrating deck of the fluidized bed and the air temperature is kept between 300-350ºC. Retention 
time is controlled by varying the frequency and amplitude of vibration of the vibrating deck. The 
roasted material discharge out through the discharge chute. 

 
On comparison with conventionally roasted products, the one obtained from vibro unit 

are more uniform, less over roasted material and have superior flavour. Vibro units are less 
labour intensive; lower capital cost and operation parameters a wide range of products can be 
handled. 

 
The cost of a pilot unit capable of handling 100 kgs/hr of wheat is estimated at Rs.1.5 

lakhs and for such a unit the operating cost will be about Rs.1.20/Kg. This can be reduced 
considerably for large-scale operation by adopting recalculation of air and operating at optimum 
air temperatures. Fluid bed roaster, designed and developed by CFTRI will have large prospects 
in continuous roasting of cereals and pulses, spices, oil seeds puffing of grains and similar 
applications in fast food industries. 

 
Presently, there are about 25000-30000 small and medium scale roasting units in the 

country, which are using traditional sand roasters. Using the continuous vibro fluidized bed 
roaster, clean and hygienic product can be produced. Using the same machine various types of 
oil seeds, spices and snack foods can be roasted. Besides this every year, about 100-200 new 
roasting units are coming up in the country and there is a vast untapped market.  

 
Plant and Machinery required: Sheet bending unit, SS Welding unit, Lathe machine, Grinder, 
Hand tools etc,  

 
Project cost estimate: Rs. 6.60 lakhs initial investment  
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